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NOBEL laureate Christian de Duve has called for “a rejection of improbablities so 
incomensurably high that they only can be called miracles, phenomena that fall outside the 
scope of scientific inquiry”. DNA, RNA and PROTEINS  must then be set aside as 
participants in the origin of life. 
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GENETICS FIRST OR METABOLISM FIRST? 



CHEMICAL SOCIETY REVIEWS 41(2012) 5526-5565 

...assumption that both metabolism and genetics a had a 
common origin....  
 
Formamide and catalyzer played a central role ... 



Zahříváním formamidu za přítomnosti katalyzátorů může vzniknout řada 

látek, které mohly hrát roli při vzniku života na Zemi 



Zdrojem formamidu mohou být meteority, 
komety i  mezihvězdný prach 

Pokud kolébka života obsahovala formamid, 
její stěny mohly být tvořeny různými 
minerály, včetně fosfátů 



Third riddle: Optimal temperature problem 

 

Fourth riddle is systemic ..... 

Stejně jako v dřívějších kocepcích 
vzniku života na Zemi - i nyní 
zůstává mnoho hádanek a 
pochybností. a Dosavadní studie 

naznačují pouze cesty, kterými 
život na Zemi snad mohl  
vzniknout    ??? 



DNA and RNA are Electroactive Species 
producing faradaic and other signals on interaction with electrodes 
 
Cytosine (C) 

Adenine (A)   A, C, G are reduced at MERCURY electrodes   
Guanine (G)  reduction product of guanine is oxidized back to G  
       

All bases (A, C, G, T, U) yield sparingly soluble compounds with  
mercury and can be determined at concentration down to  10-11M. 
Solid amalgam electrodes can be used instead of the mercury drop electrodes. 
____________ 
A and G as well as C and T are oxidized at CARBON electrodes 
_________________________________________________________ 
PEPTIDE NUCLEIC ACID (PNA) BEHAVES SIMILARLY TO DNA AND RNA 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Microliter volumes of the analyte are sufficient for analysis 
_____________________________________________________________ 

Electroactive Labels can be Introduced in DNA 
Fojta, M., et al.. (2007): „Multicolor“ electrochemical labeling of DNA hybridization probes with osmium tetroxide complexes.  Anal. Chem. 79, 1022-1029 
Trefulka, M., et al. (2007): Covalent labeling nucleosides, RNA and DNA with VIII- and VI-valent osmium complexes. Electroanal. 19, 1281-1287 
  

Electrochemistry of Nucleic Acids is a Booming Field 



Oscillographic polarography at controlled a.c   
(cyclic a.c. chronopotentiometry) 

complete analyses on a single mercury drop     1941 

Nobel Prize 1959 

Jaroslav Heyrovský      1890-1967 
invented POLAROGRAPHY in 1922 

Present electrochemical analysis stems from Heyrovský’s polarography 

J Heyrovsky  S Ochoa   A Kornberg 



                                          Electrodes 
Heyrovsky’s polarography was based on mercury electrodes. At present a number of different 

electrodes is used in electrochemical analysis, incl. bimacromolecule studies, such as liquid 

mercury and solid mercury-containing electrodes  (such as film and solid amalgam, incl. 

dental amalgam electrodes), carbon, gold, indium-tin oxide, silver, etc. Only with mercury-containing 

and carbon electrodes well-behaved NA electroactivity has been observed. Mercury electrodes and 

most of the solid electrodes greatly differ in their potential windows.              Are Hg electrodes 

toxic? 

Hg electrodes thus suits better for reductions while solid electrodes (e.g. carbon, Au,,,) are 
better for oxidation processes. Material of the electrode is also very important.  
Hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity as well reactive functional groups may greatly affect adsorption 
of DNA and proteins 

       -2 V                          Hg                   0 V                        

Carbon, Au, Ag, Pt…. 
-1 V +1 V 
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90 years of polarography and ~55 years of nucleic acid electrochemistry 

This year we commemorate the 90th Anniversary of the invention of polarography by J. Heyrovsky. In 1941 he invented oscillographic polarography with 
controlled a.c. (cyclic a.c. chronopotentiometry). By the end of the 1950‘s oscillographic polarography was the method of choice for 
the DNA electrochemical analysis: 
1958: Nucleic acid bases, DNA and RNA are electroactive 
1960: Relations between the DNA structure and electrochemical responses                                    

dsDNA ssDNA 

Using these techniques in the 1960‘s and and 1970‘s DNA denaturation and renaturation was followed and early 
evidence of DNA premelting and POLYMORPHY OF THE DNA DOUBLE HELIX was obtained 

1955 :Adenine is polarographically reducible at 

strongly acid pH while other NA bases are inactive. 
J.N.Davidson and E.Chargraff: The Nucleic Acids, 
Vol.1, Academic Press, New York 1955 

1957: NO response of RNA  

and DNA on oscillopolarograms 

H. BERG, Biochem. Z. 329 (1957) 274 



D.c. polarography vs. oscillopolarography (OP) 

Why d.c. polarography was rather 
poor in DNA analysis? 
 
(a) no DNA accumulation at the 
electrode 
(b) DNA adsorption at negatively 
charged DME (~-1.4V) compared to 
open current potential in OP 



RENATURATION OF RNA  
AS DETECTED BY DPP 
Time dependence 



J M at the 40th Anniversary of the  

Discovery of the DNA Double Helix 

In 1960 when I  published my NATURE  paper  

on electrochemistry of DNA I obtained invitations  

from 3 emminent US scientists: 

J. Marmur - Harvard Univ. 

L. Grossman - Brandeis Univ. 

J. Fresco - Princeton Univ. 

To work in their laboratories as a postdoc 

 

In 1960 new techniques were sought to study DNA 

Denaturation and Renaturation. To those working with  

DNA Oscillographic Polarography (OP) appeared as a  

very attractive tool. Invented by J. Heyrovsky, it was fast  

and simple, showing large differences between the signals  

of native and denatured DNA. The instrument for OP was  

produced only in Czechoslovakia. 

 

I accepted the invitation by Julius Marmur but for more  

than two years I was not allowed to leave Czechoslovakia. 

In the meantime JM moved from Harvard to Brandeis Univ. 

By the end of November 1962 I finally got my exit visa and  

with Heyrovsky Letter of Reccommendation in my pocket 

I went to the plane just 24 hours before expiration of my  

US visa. Before my departure I sent my OP instrument by  

air to Boston. It arrived after 9 months completely broken.  
Instead of OP I had to use ultracentrifuges  and  microbiological methods.  

oscilak 

J. Marmur discovered DNA  

Renaturation/Hybridization and  

proposed (in JMB) a new method of  

DNA isolation which was widely applied.  

His paper was quoted > 9000x. 

At the end of my stay at Brandeis I did some  

OP experiments  which I finished in Brno  

and published in J. Mol. Biol. in 1965 and 1966. 

Julius Marmur (1926–1996) 

 

 

1. Understanding how heat denaturation of native DNA results in separation of the DNA strands  

with concomitant loss of biological (transforming) activity. 

2.Showing that the native DNA structure could be restored by annealing  

the separated strands, with simultaneous regaining of transforming activity. 

3. Showing that density-labeled DNA strands of one DNA could be annealed  

with strands of another but homologous DNA, forming a biologically active hybrid double helix. 
W. SZYBALSKI 





Early evidence of DNA Premelting and Polymorphy of the DNA Double Helix 

B. sublilis and B. brevis DNAs have the same  

G+C content and different nucleotide sequence  

B. subtilis 
B. brevis 

J. Mol. Biol. 

20 (1966) 263-281 

Before my departure to the US I observed  

Changes in the polarographic behavior of  

DNA far below the denaturation  

temperature. These changes were  

later called DNA Premelting 

POLAROGRAPHIC BEHAVIOR OF dsDNA 

At roomand premeltig temperaturse depended on 

DNA nucleotide SEQUENCE 

1976 

What the people said: 

Before 1980 

No doubt that this electrochemistry  

must produce artifacts because we know 

 well that the DNA double helix has  

a unique structure INDEPENDENT  

of the nucleotide SEQUENCE 

After 1980 

Is not it strange that such an obscure technique can 

recognize POLYMORPHY  

OF THE DNA DOUBLE HELIX? 

What the people said 

Meeting F. Crick in Copenhagen  
and Arhus, 1977 (B. Clark) 

Prof. F. CRICK se omlouvá, že se nebude 
moci zúčastnit symposia v Brně a 
doporučuje  prof. H. Sobell(a) 



We developed methods of 

chemical probing of the DNA 

structure based on osmium 

tetroxide complexes (Os,L). Some 

of the Os,L complexes react with 

single-stranded DNA but not with 

the double-stranded B-DNA.  

These methods yielded information about the 

distorted and single-stranded regions in the 

DNA double helix at single-nucleotide 

resolution. DNA probed both in vitro  and 

directly in cells. 

In the beginning of the 1980‘s Os,L complexes  

were the first electroactive labels covalently  

bound to DNA. These complexes produced  

catalytic signals at Hg electrodes allowing  

determination of DNA at subnanomolar  

concentrations 

 Electroactive labels can be introduced in nucleic acids 
Os(VIII)L complexes are sensitive to the DNA structure (CHEMICAL PROBES OF THE DNA STRUCTURE) 

they react with single-stranded and distorted but NOT with intact double-stranded DNA in vitro and in cells 



In 1986 we proposed Adsorptive Transfer Stripping Voltammetry (AdTSV) based on easy preparation of 

DNA-modified electrodes 

AdTSV has many advatages over conventional voltammetry of NAs: 

1) Volumes of the analyte can be reduced to few microliters 

2) NAs can be immobilized at the electrode surface from media not suitable for the voltammetric analysis 

3) Low m.w. compounds (interfering with conventional electrochemical analysis of NAs) can be washed away 

4) Interactions of NAs immobilized at the surface with proteins and other substances in solution and influence of 

the surface charge on NA properties and interactions can be studied, etc. 

ADSORPTIVE STRIPPING 

NA is in the electrolytic cell and accumulates at the 

electrode surface during waiting 

ADSORPTIVE TRANSFER STRIPPING 

NA is attached to the electrode 

from a small drop of solution (3-10 

l) 

NA is at the electrode but the 

electrolytic cell contains only blank 

electrolyte 



DNA can be unwound at negatively charged surfaces 

x 

Potential region U (around -1.2 V) 

(first seconds)  (tens of seconds)  

B C 

Potential region T 

A 

DNA unwinding was found at Hg electrodes in 1974 and later at other surfaces 
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denatured DNA 

native DNA 

peak G 
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Effect of nucleotide sequence on DNA unwinding 



DNA unwinding was observed also at negatively charged Au and applied in DNA sensors 

Heaton RJ, Peterson AW, Georgiadis RM, PNAS 98 (2001) 3701 

In DNA containing mismatched bases 
DNA unwinding is faster 
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Electrochemistry of nucleic acids is now a booming field 

Findings important for present development of electrochemical DNA sensing 
1960-66 Relation between the DNA structure and electrochemical responses 
1974 DNA unwinding at negatively charged surfaces 
1981-83 Electroactive markers covalently bound to DNA 
1986-88 DNA-modified electrodes 

 

 

WHY? 

112 (2012) 3427-3481 

progress in GENOMICS 
increasing importance 
of parallel nucleotide 
sequencing 
electrochemistry can  
complement optical 
detection in arrays 
and particularly in chips  
for decentralized 
analysis 
 



DNA RENATURATION and HYBRIDIZATION 

The ability of DNA to reform its double-helical structure was discovered in the early 1960’s  

by J. Marmur and P. Doty at Harvard University. Its principles are applied in many biotechnologies 



At present electrochemical detection of any nucleotide sequence, including detection of point mutations 
is possible in PCR-amplified DNAs. Detections of DNA methylation  
and microRNA’s are gradually getting ground. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Challenges: 
1) Detection of a specific nucleotide sequences in biological materials without PCR amplification.  
 
Exploitation of natural amplification of DNA and RNA sequences for electrochemical analysis  
of DNA and RNA.  

 

High sensitivity (signal amplification) and specificity (elimination of non-specific interactions)   
of the analysis is required.  
 
2) Development of electrochemical sensors for DNA-protein interactions  
for genomics, proteomics and biomedicine 

Electrochemical sensors for DNA hybridization are coming of age 



Protein dissociation and electrochemical 
determination at carbon or solid amalgam electrodes 

Carbon or solid amalgam electrode 

Label-free assay of DNA-protein interactions  
using double-surface technique  

MAGNET 
MAGNETIC BEADS 

Suitable for almost all proteins 

Determination of point mutations by MutS protein  

              

 Paleček, E. et al. (2004). "Sensitive electrochemical determination  of unlabeled MutS protein and detection of point mutation in DNA."  

               Anal. Chem. 76(19): 5930-5936. 

DNA analysis in complex biological media 
About 10 years ago no electrochemical methods were available for this purpose. In 2001 we proposed the 

double-surface method, in which the hybridization is performed at one surface (optimized for hybridization and  including a 
separation step) and electrochem. determination at another surface  
(detection electrode). Later we applied this method for DNA-protein interaction studies. 



Binary layers 
 

Ternary layers  
with dithiols 
 

… new ternary interface involving hexanedithiol (HDT) co-immobilized with the thiolated capture probe (SHCP) 
on gold surfaces, followed by the incorporation of 6-mercapto-1-hexanol (MCH) as diluent. The new 
SHCP/HDT+MCH monolayer led to a 80-fold improvement in the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) for  
1 nM target DNA in undiluted human serum over the common SHCP+MCH binary alkanethiol interface, and allowed the direct 
quantification of the target DNA down to 7 pM (28 amol) and 17pM (68 amol) in undiluted/untreated serum and urine, respectively. 
 

Better shielding of Au electrode surfaces is necessary for DNA analysis in biological materials 

Back to single-surface technologies .... 



Atkinson Hall, UCSD 

University of California, San Diego in La Jolla 

Department of Nanotechnology, Prof. Joseph Wang 



Bioengineering Hall, UCSD 



UCSD Campus 



View from hotel 



San Diego Sea World 



Detection of 5-methylcytosine in bisulfite-treated DNA at Hg electrodes 

 

DNA methylation is an important epigenetic event 
playing crucial roles in physiologic and 
pathologic processes.  Methylation of cytosine (C) 
residues in DNA can be easily detected 
using Hg or solid amalgam electrodes.  
 

     Reduction peaks of untreated single-
stranded methylated and unmethylated 
oligodeoxynucleotides do not significantly 
differ. Using DNA bisulfite treatment, reducible C’s 
are transformed into nonreducible uracil residues, 
strongly decreasing C reduction peaks. On 
the other hand, 5-methylcytosine (mC) residues 
resist the bisulfite treatment and display almost 
unchanged reduction peak.  
      

M Bartošík, M Fojta, E Paleček,  

 

Electrochim. Acta 78 (2012) 75– 81 

By combining DNA bisulfite treatment with square wave voltammetry, DNA methylation can 
be determined quantitatively at nanomolar and subnamolar DNA concentrations.  
The analysis can be done either at HMDE or  

at solid amalgam electrodes 
 

Adenine, cytosine and guanine residues in NAs are reducible  
at Hg electrodes while thymine and URACIL are INACTIVE 

 

 

500 pM, tA 300 s 

Text 
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             SUMMARY 
Electroactivity of nucleic acids was discovered about 50 years ago  
Reduction of bases at Hg electrodes is particularly sensitive to 
changes in DNA structure. The course of DNA and RNA denaturation 
and renaturation can be easily traced by electrochemical methods 
 
At present electrochemistry of nucleic acids is a booming field, 
particularly because it is expected that sensors for DNA hybridization and for 
DNA damage will become important tools in biomedicine and other regions 
of practical life in the 21st century 
 
DNA-modified electrodes can be easily prepared;  
microL volumes of DNA are sufficient of its analysis but 
miniaturization of electrodes decreases these volumes to nL.  
Sensitivity of the analysis has greatly increased in recent years. 
 
 
 



Chemie, struktura a interakce nukleových kyselin 

Fyzikální vlastnosti a izolace DNA 
 

Denaturace, renaturace a hybridizace DNA 

Biosyntetické polynukleotidy 



V posledních letech jsou k dispozici komerčně dostupné 
kolonky využívající imobilizaci DNA na pevném podkladu.  

K separaci DNA jsou rovněž používány magnetické kuličky 
(magnetic beads) 









Characterize your DNA sample: 
 

ds x ss, circular x linear 
circular: nicked, oc; covalently closed, cc, cd 

linear: cohesive or blunt ends 
number of base pairs, ssb 

 

purity: protein, RNA .... content 
analytical methods 

Unusual bases, DNA methylation 



Denaturation x degradation 
aggregation 

renaturation/hybridization 



DNA DENATURATION and RENATURATION/HYBRIDIZATION 

J. Marmur and P. Doty 





DNA renaturation/reassociation depends on the concentration of the DNA molecules and the time 
allowed for reassociation. Often imperfect matches may be formed which must again dissociate to 
allow the strands to align correctly. C0t value of DNA is defined as the initial concentration C0 in moles nucleotides per Litre 

multiplied by time t in seconds. C0t reflects complexity of DNA. Methods: S1, hydroxyapatite - dsDNA binds more 
strongly 



Důležité modely vlivu  
sekvence nukleotidů  
na vlastností DNA 

 

nukleosid-difosfáty 
nevyžaduje primer ani matrici 

nukleosid-trifosfáty 



poly(A) 
poly(rC) 
poly(dG) 
poly(U) 
poly(rT) 





Lokální struktury DNA a metody jejich analýzy 



Parametry různých typů ds DNA 
Metody analýzy lokálních struktur DNA 

Ohyby v DNA 
Typy lokálních struktur stabilizovaných nadšroubovicovým 

vinutím 
Strukturní rozhraní 

Výskyt lokálních struktur DNA in vivo 



Polymorphy of the DNA double helix 

B. sublilis and B. brevis DNAs have the same  

G+C content and different nucleotide sequence  

B. subtilis 
B. brevis 



DNA structures from X-ray crystal analysis 

DNA double helix is polymorphic 
depending on the nucleotide sequence 



MICROHETEROGENEITY OF THE DNA DOUBLE HELIX FORMS  
Studies of the detailed relationships between nucleotide sequence and DNA structure became 
feasible by the end of the 70s, when organic synthesis had been developed to the point where 
oligodeoxynucleotides (ODN) could be produced in the purity and quantity necessary for the 
preparation of single crystals for X-ray diffraction (and NMR) studies. Three main families of 
DNA forms were identified by crystallographic analysis of ODN: right-handed A and B-forms 
and the left-handed Z-form.   
B-, A- and Z-helices 
The A-, B- and Z-helices have distinctly different shapes which are due to the specific 
positioning and orientation of the bases with respect to the helix axis. In A-DNA, the base 
pairs are displaced from the helix axis, the major groove is very deep, and the minor groove is 
very shallow. In B-DNA the major and minor grooves are of similar depths and the helix axis is 
close to the base pair center. In Z-DNA the minor groove is deep and the major groove is 
convex. In A- and B-DNA a single nucleotide can be considered as the repeat unit, while in Z-
DNA the repeat unit is a dinucleotide.  
  

 

In A-duplexes base pairs are heavily tilted in contrast 
to base pairs in B-duplexes which are almost 
perpendicular to the helical axis. (Table 1). Many of the 
structural differences  between the helices arise from 
the puckering of the sugar ring; C3'-endo  is typical for 
A-DNA, while in Z-DNA C3'-endo  alternates with C2'-
endo. In B-DNA sugar pucker tends to favor the C2'-
endo or C1'-exo,but the distribution of conformations is 
much broader than in A- and Z-DNA. 

   A               B             Z 



The right-handed A- and B-forms  have the anti glycosidic bond, whereas in the 
left-handed Z-helix the orientation alternates between syn (for purines) and anti 
(for pyrimidines). In the latter structure the orientation around the C4'-C5' 
bond with respect to the C3' atom alternates between gauche+ and trans 
conformations for cytidine and guanosine, respectively. The alternating features 
of Z-DNA result in the zig-zag shape of its sugar-phosphate backbone, from 
which the name was derived. The changes in the backbone and glycosidic-bond 
conformations are accompanied by substantial variations in the stacking 
interactions between successive base pairs in Z-DNA. Methylation or bromination 
of cytosines at position 5 (studied mainly in ODNs with alternating C-G sequence) 
stabilizes Z-DNA. Under certain conditions even non-alternating sequences of 
purines and pyrimidines can assume the conformation of Z-DNA with thymines in 
a syn orientation. The outer surface features of such a Z-helix are different at 
the non-alternating sites but the backbone is similar to that observed with 
alternating sequences.   

 




